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This report presents the findings from the statistical and
reliability analysis of large volumes of data on NASA spacecraft
batteries. This data was generated from a life cycling test of
660 nickel-cadmium battery cells which was conducted by NAD Crane
beginning in December 1963.
A major objective of this work is Lo develop a life predic-
tion method to reliably estimate the life of any cell after a
limited number of test cycles and, hence, allow the screening of
inferior battery cells. A }p romising method is proposed where, after 	 r^,
1000 test cycles, the ultimate cycle lives of cells are predicted
,end the probability that an inferior cell would be rejected was
estimated to be 90.5:". The probability that a good cell would be
accopLed W;18 estimated to he 84.5%. The test results indicate
that the number of test cycles necessary for reliable prediction
rT nV (I " • further reduced to a few hundred cycles. No previ-ir. method
Ki :t f al to serve this function.
Tmpro ed desi- , n of future experiments and analysis of existing
data nrt analyzed to date are recommended for future work to estab-
lish th r^  nii.nimun nmnbor of test cycles required and the extent of
applic<il,illty of this method to any future spacecraft battery
orerat i on. For further refinement of this and similar wetl ods,
more
	
cycle monitori.n,; is recommended for future i s tang.
^,,lditional analysis of failure .node &, ta is needed to
re';tc failure rharacteristics with environmental conditions.
vii
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
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A. GENERAL
This publication is the final report on the analysis of space
satellite battery data conducted by the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane,
Indiana, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in
accordance with NASA Defense Purchase Request No. S-23404-G.
In the past, storage batteries for space and other applications
have undergone considerable testing. In retrospect, the past tests
and simulation studies have contributed valuable scientific informa-
tion, but have not clearly indicated the nature and extent of test
measurements necessary to determine the ultimate quality and life
expectancy of the battery cells. The prime objectives of this investi-
gation were (a) to obtain a more definitive knowledge of the numerous
factors which have an effect on the ultimate life of spacecraft
batteries, and (b) to develop techniques which will ensure selection
of high-quality cells and allow meaningful reliability assessments
of spacecraft battery systems.
B. BACKGROUND OF BATTERY DATA ANALYSIS
over the last three and one--half years, the Quality Evaluation
Laboratory at NAD Crane has been engaged in a continuous cycle life
testing program for NASA. During this time a massive volume of data
was accumulated, but little attention was Riven to other than cursory
examination of the data. Then emphasis was given to the potential of
computer analysis of the data from a mathematical and statistical
point of view. The analysis and findings presented in this report are
a result of this emphasis.
C. TfJIMCAL WROACH
To the extent considered feasible, empirical and theoretical
mathematical and statistical techniques have been a pplied to the accumu-
latrd Arta. Computer programs hive been written to facilitate the vast
data handlins pr-blems. It is appropriate to review the work statement
for these tanks a, descrihed in the NAD Crane proposal (NAD Crane ltr
Q ',- -EDH:^-_mg 39010-7100 of 13 May 1965 to NASA-GSFr) and the purchase
request for these tasks (NASA Defense Purchase Request No. S-23404-G,
Amendment No. 14 of 11 .tan 1966 to USNAD Crane, Indiana). These tasks
are quoted as follows:
(1) Determination of cell reliability in terms of the
expected number of cycles to failure.
(2) Determination of factors affecting cell reliability
and the depth of such influence.
7
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(3) The establishment of a system such that conclusions
and reliability trends will be updated as testing pro-
ceeds.
(4) The investigation of relationships of variable data as
a function of numbers of cycles.
(5) The development of mathematical models of space batteries." 	 IL_ _
D. REPORT ORGANIZATION
The following sections of this report skive in the order listed:
the conclusions which were derived from the data analyses, the recom-
mendations based on conclusions, a description of the data collected,
and, finally the data analyses which were directed toward the objec-
tives previously outlined.
l
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SECTION II
CONCLUSIONS
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Based on the analysis of the test results, the following conclu-
sions are drawn wit), regard to:
A. ANALYSIS OF BATTERY CELL LIFE TIMES
1. Environmental Factors of the Life Test
No significant difference was found between the 1.5 and
3.0 hour orbits with respect to the mean number of cycles endured by
the 10 cell packs. However, large variations in failure times from pack
to pack preclude the firm statement that 3 hour orbit cells will always
last twice as manv hours as 1.5 hour orbit cells for ali environments.
The mean lives of the cells of the various manufacturers
were found to be significantly different. The battery cells manufac-
tured by General Electric and Sonotone had significantly longer live.
than did those manufactured by Gould and Gulton. For example, f the
94 extremely earl y failures (witl, failure times less than 2500 cycles),
Sonotone 5.0 ampere-hour (A. H.) and General Electric 3.0 A. ll.
batteries contributed 7 and 12 respectively, while Gould 3.5 A. If. and
Gulton 6.0 P. H. had 31 and 44 respectively_ (120 cells from each manu-
facturer were used for this comparison).
Although only slight overall significant differences could
be detected among the depths of discharge, there was a marked tendency
for the higher depths of discharge to cause earlier cell failures at
the hif;her ambient tem peratures. This effect is particularly notice-
able at 25°C for either the 1.5 or 3.0 hour orbit time, but at 40°C
this tendency holds only for the 1.5 hour orbit (see Table 4, page 19
in the Data Aralysis Section).
A definite relationship was found to exist hetween the
life of a cell and the ambient temperature. The mean or avera ge time
to failure of the cells was found to decrease as the ambient temperatures
were increased. Although the ambient temperatures and percent recharges
were confounded (i.e., effects of temperature and percent recharge could
not he separaccd), temperature appears to he the important consideration.
A statistically designed test, preferably a factorial dPsiQn, would have
allowed the identification and separation of all significant factors
and interactions in the experiment.
2. Failure Law-Investigation
Nc single probability distribution consistent".^ described
the failure patterns of the various manufacturers and environments.
However, certain distributions were used to estimate or assess relia-
bilities for the different environments across time quite accurately
3
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(historical data was used as a check). This was generall y
 true for
the two-parameter Weibull and sometimes true for the lognormal distri-
bution despite inconsistent adherence to these families of curves.
The tables on pages 24-27 of the Data Analysis Section give the relia-
bility assessments for the different packs for various times. For
instance, the reliability or probability of success for each General
Electric 3.0 A. 11. cell subjected to an environment similar to that
of Pack 63 of General Electric (0°C:, 1.5 hr. orbit time, and 15% depth
of discharge) for 10,000 c ycles is estimated to be .88. The cells of
22 of the 48 packs had such expected reliabilities in excess of .80 for
4,000 cycles, but the number of packs with at least .80 cell reliability
dropped to 11 at 10,000 cycles.
The complexities involved in failure analysis of the battery
cells have made it difficult or impossible to determine the single failure
mode primarily responsible for a failure. Principal among these com-
plexities is that the failure analyst does not usually know what materials
and quantities compose the interior of the cell as this information was
not available from the manufacturers. This lack of knowledge and
standardization is certainly an opponent of accurste failure analysis
and hinders the potential of distibutional studies of the failure
modes and failure mechanisms involved. ;Nevertheless, it is apparent
that too many of the failures are clue to the manufacturer's workmanship
(design, quality control, etc.). Two hundred and twenty-six of the
4t;o cells had failed at the time of summarization; of the 22u failures
57.1! failed before completion of 4000 test cycles and 15.57 failed
prior to 1000 cycles.
3. Int_ra-Pack Ce ll Arrangement
Cell location in the pack arrangement is not indicated
to have a significant effect on the life of the cells. However, the
fact that the cells of a pack are connected in series does suggest an
interrelation between the cells. Due to inherent differences in cells
of a similar type it is highly improbable that any two cells will
have identical numbers of cycles to failure. But 59 (or 26%) of the
225 cell failures were involved in simultaneous failure. If one
would assume that when failures occur and are recorded as simultan-
eous, one failure caused the others to fail prematurely, then
atleast 31 failures were premature. For some cells the unusual
fluctuation of voltages of non-failing cells, at and directly following
the failure times of failing cells, is attributed to the effect dis-
cussed above. The mode of cycling the cells could cause some of
these simultaneous failures as the pack is turned cff for removal of
a failed cell. This action ma y cause the failure mechanism in other
weak cells to become more predominant, thereby cau:.ing additional
failures.
a
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B. APPROACHES TO ANALYSIS OF CELL VOLTAGE: DATA
1. Correlation of End of Dischprp Voltages and
Cell Life Data
Correlation-re};c^srion studies aasociatinp, the number
of cycles survived ny a cell with the end of discharpe volta g e Otnc other
voltages of intnrest) indicated that approxiiiate cell failure order could
he drteminv.c +
 for c(-11 q
 of +ome pnelcs. I7o^.-evt , r, duc to t i e irconsistent
rnwults obtained scrods different packs, Viis wtliod hnR riot contributed
sufficiently townrd on accurate prediction model,
2.Areas Under DiRchar^e-Charge c:urvcs
The use of the areas under the charge and discharge
portions of discharge-charge voltage profile did not reveal a
means of detecting early potential failures. It was concluded that
the area change with tine was too small in comparison with the in-
herent voltage variation plus the additional variation introduced by
approximations necessary due to the infrequent and irregular moni-
toring points.
3. A Prediction Technique Based on Average
Times to Dischar^ To 
_1 Constant Voltage
It was concluded that the time required for a
cell voltage to drop from some charged state to some lower specified
state gave a more accurate prediction of eventual cell hvhavior
than did other measures investigated. This time, which was approxi-
mately
 determined from available data, was found to decrease as the
dunlit y
 of the cell denraded. When many such times over sux — ral
test cycles were considered, the early cell failures of a pack
enuld usually be ascertained. This has been done with reasonable
s+cccL'ss by forming a distribution of the average times to discharge
Of the rells of a pack after 1.000 test cycles. Then values were
napped t rr i this dlstril.ntLori to .-mother distribution formed from
the cell failure times of tl,e sane sack to estimate cell failure times
(see Dula Analysis, pages 26-37).
By arbitrarily considering a good cell as one with
a life v,reater than 10,000 cycles and I-+v using the distributions to
make a screening decision on each cell., all cells considered were
classified as acceptable or unacceptable. Then by use of the
historical or actual test failure times, a check was made on each
5
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decision. It was determined that by employment of this procedure
with 1,000 cycles of test data available, the initial failure
rate of 74.0% for 10,000 cycles would have been reduced to 24.1%, and
67 of th9 74 failures in the packs considered would have been
properly categorized. Inevitably, some Rood battery cell:i (four
in this instance) would have been classified incorrectly and could
have been used for failure analysis investigations or for some other
secondary purpose where the nee!] for high reliabilit y is not so
critical. By arbitrarily con6idering a good cell as one with a
life exceeding 5000 cycles, analogous results were obtained (see
Tables 13-17, pages 38-42 of Data Analysis Section for results of
the prediction system for the different packs examined).
With these predictions considered as a basis for
the screening of inferior battery cells, the probability that an
inferior cell would be rejected was estimated to be 90.5°'. The
probability that a Rood cell would be accepted was estimated to be
84.5. The test results further indicate (1) that little addi-
tional accuracy is gained by testing beyond 1000 cycles and
(2) that with improved data and a more refined prediction model,
the number of test cycles necessary for reliable prediction may
he further reduced to a few hundred c ycles. Three hundred cycles
of testing, for example, would represent a test time of only 450
hou-F for an orbit time of 1.5 hours. This would be a trivial
portion of the average life of a hatter, which had been accepted
as hi^hly reliable based on the 300 test cycles. By contrast,
the present acceptance tests, (the only criterion available to
detect inferior cells prior to their spacecraft application)
cannnt consistently demonstrate that the ultimate cell-life will
be beyond even 2000 or 3000 cycles. (This activity is presently
conducting a study to correlate battery accertance results with
the life test data and prediction methods of this report to gain
additional insight into prediction methods and into the validity
and meaning of present acceptance testing,.)
Further examination of this prediction procedure
leas indicated that the shorter orbit time of 1.5 hours yields
better prediction possibilitics with fewer accumulated test hours than
does the orbit time of 3.0 hours. If it should develop that some
minimum number of discharge-charge cycles is rcgi.irel, -Crhaps the
charge time or discharge time during each cycle could be reduced
to lessen the necessary test time to detect potential failures.
Tn summary, the employment of this prediction
method yields considerable success as to accuracy of prediction.
This method has some deficiencies in that too much testing
(approximately 1,000 cycles) is required for accuracy and the
distributions that have been formed from the historical data
are only known to apply for the manufacturers and environments
represented by the data. To employ this procedure for other
6
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environments, it would he necessary to either acquire appropriate data
and distributions by additional testing, or develop relationships
which '.:ould estimate the parameters representing the desired
environments.
The bases for the assumptions and some techniques
used in this prediction system can he more critically examined and
likely strengthene6 upon completion of the distribution and pre-
dictior studies of all 84 five and ten-cell packs. Time and the
voluminous amounts of data to be assimilated have not allowed
the examination of all of these packs.
C. VALUE OF OPERATING CELL TPIPERATURE DATA
Although temperature data was not deteimined to he of
significant value in the data analysis, this measurement should
not be disregarded in future testing. Instead, an improved
method of monitoring temperatures should be sought by NASA since it
is considered that the sporadic readings are probably not indica-
tive of the true cell operating ter..peratures.
f
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SECTIO;I III
RECOMMENDATIONS
i
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Based on the battery reliability needs for space vehicles
and on the data analysis of the cycling test results, the following
recommendations are made with regard to:
A. USE OF PREDICTION TECHNI(JUE
The failure prediction method (using times to discharge)
should be extended to all 84 five and ten-cell nickel-cadmium
packs and to at least a portion of the other battery packs te£' nd to
date. This extension would permit a more critical review of tine
parameter estimates of the distributions used and, in general, the
prediction process itself.
In future experiments data should be taken more frequently
during; the cycling; and more often anu consistently during the
discharge-charge cycle. Under the present test scheme, 1,000 cycles
of data gives the analyst only 25 or 30 data points (for example,
end of discharge voltages) to examine and,for purposes of analysis,
most- of these must be determined by interpolation or extrapolation.
hence, it is reasonable to expect that test data acquired as follows
would be more accurate and would hopefully allow a substantial
reduction in the nunher of cycles of screening required for pre-
diction of cell and pack failures:
(1) For approximately the first 1,000 cycles, collect data
every one or two c ycles anal after 1,000 cycles collect 	 J
data less frequently (may be as infrequently as every
30 cycles).
(2) For each cycle wherein data is collected, collect every
two minutes across cycle discharge and charge. Heretofore,
the data was not collected at constant time interval,
across each discharge-charge cycle. This factor was a
hindrance to analysis especially at the end of charge and
at the end of discharge.
Any methods of failure prediction presented in this report
which show prnmive (in particular, the method which uses the times
to discharge to some prespecified voltage) should he applied to any
additional hatters test results obtained with data points collected
as recommended above.
B. FAILURE ANALYSTS
Increased emphasis should he placed on techniques of
failure analysis, as applied to NASA batteries, to determine more
accurately the causes of cell failures. More knowledge of the
interior of the battery cells and more standardization of battery
I
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constituents would help the analyst determine how each observed
de f iciency of a failed unit contributed to the cause and effect
relationship. 'thus, the following should be accomplished:
(1) Manufacturers should he required to furnish information
at the time of manufacture so the analyst can diagnose
battery cell changes experienced during the life test.
(2) f,n alternative or supplement to (1) if it develops that
adequate information cannot be obtained from the manu-
facturer would be for NASA to purchase batteries in
excess of the required quota from each manufacturer:
the excess then could be used to determine the consti-
tuents and characteristics of the batteries prior to
life test deterioration.
(3) `tajor expected failure modes of cells should he
ascertained from the combined efforts of b.g ttery analvsts
and computet analvsts. Computer failure analvsts pro-
grams and methods nnw being developed at NA T) Crane and
Mauchly Sytiters will allow correlation studies between
existing failure diagnostic results and uni q ue sets of
envirr.nmental conditions as desired.
(4) When major expected failure modes are pinpointed, space
brtter y experts should develop means to monitor the
characteristics of these modes as the cell degenerates
to failures.
C. P17TURF TEST DrSiGN
The voltage measurements presently heing obtained have
shown considerahik , promise toward Cie objectives of predicting
failure and improving reliability: however this does not preclude 	 i
the possibility that other test mensur(IMents woulJ be even more
indicative of ultimate failure or at least supplement information
alread y obtained. NASA battery expects should thoroughly evaluate
my potential measurement f.ir possible inclusion in future test
plans.
Appropriate factorial or fractional factorial test designs
(this modification of a f.actorinl design usuall y results in a sub-
stantial decrease in sample size) should he considered to determine
the relative value of any temperatures, discharge depths, orbit times,
manufacturers, recharge rates, nd other parameters of interest.
At this point it would not appear advisable to test only one or
two levels of a parameter such as temperature and then estimate or
extend esults to other levels; to date relationships associatin g the
9
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different levels of the various parameters are not considered
reliable enough to make such estimates. Henze, for each test
parameter, the levels of interest should he specified by NASA, prefer-
ably at equal intervals (e.g. for temperature; levels of -5°C, 10°C,
25°C, and 40% would oe highly informative possibilities). Results
of an adequate test design could be used to model accelerated life
tests based on temperature or depth of discharge or some combination
of environmental factors.
i
i
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SECTION IV
DATA AC UISITICN
AND
MANI PUUTI ON
-.404 .
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A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The original life cycling test program started at NAD Cra-e
in December 1963 included only nickel-cadmium battery cells.
There was a total of 84 packs or 660 cells at the inception of the
test; these packs were manufactured by General Electric Company,
Could-National Batteries, Inc., Gulton Industries, Inc., and Sonotone
Corporation. The number of failures per pack at the time of summari-
zation (1 January 1967) for a particular capacity rating and the en-
vironment for each pack is indicated in the table on page 12. All
packs are identified by pack numbers in the upper left corner of
the table and each initially consisted of either 5 or 10 cells.
The cells were initially subjected to ambient temperatures
of 0°C, 25°C, and 50°C, but the 50% induced six early failures
and was considered to be too strenuous. Consequently the 50%
ambient temperature was cut back to 40°C after the first few
hundred cycles of testing. A pack was considered to have failed
after more than 507 of the included cells had failed (3 for the
5 cell packs and 6 for the 10 cell packs). A cell was considered
to have failed when the terminal voltage dropped below 0.5 volt
at anv timt- during the ._ischarge-charge cycle. As packs failed
they were removed from cycling and subjected to failure analysis.
Extensive failure analvsis results and other details are made avail-
able to NASA in monthly progres- reports by Crane battery
 analysts
and cumulative information is summarized annually.
Many additional packs have been adds,' to the life test
since its inception. These include other nickel-cadmium t ypes,	 r^
silver--zinc, silver-cadmium, auxiliar y
 electrode, stabistor, coulo-
meter, Sheriey upside-down c y cling, and the two-step charge regulator.
Due to the large quantities of data and battery cells involved,
the analysis conducted by this facilit y_ has been largely confined
to the ten-cell nickel-cadmium packs. This allows analysis over more
samples for a particular environment or pack. Analysis has indicated
that manufacturers have a relativelv constant rate of cell failure
over the different size packs and over different ampere-ratings.
Hence, it is felt that conclusions based on ten-cell nickel-cadmium
packs are somewhat t ypical of those for the five-cell nickel-cadmium
packs. Characteristics of other batteries are not ne-essa.rily
expected to parallel those of the nickel-cadmium, but extensive
data analysis or. these types is not possible due to the limited
amount of data collected for a particular tyre.
Y. DATA HANDLING
All computer anal yses for this report were performed on an
IBM 1620 or TBM 360 Computer. Any computer programs - ..quired and not
already available in existing files were developed by NAD Crane
personnel.
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The data, which is now stored on magnetic tape,
consists primarily of cell voltages anO ¢arresponding cell
operating temperatures for each time examined across the
discharge-charge cvcle and also A total pack current and
pact: voltage for time of each cycle. By use of the semi-
autonatic •
 data collection system, the readings were recorded
approximatel y every
 '12 cvcles. *fajcr obstacles to the data
analvsis were the lack of more frequent cycling points early
in the life of the cell and the lr.ck
 of more frequent and more
uniform readout times durin g
 the discharge and charge portions
of each cy cle. Fipure 1 on paF`' 14 which is a section of a
computer printout for Cell #1 of rack il l illustrates the in-
frequent and non-uniform ti.rrie readout point's.
Consi<<erable interpolation and e%trapolaticu has been
required to nl • tain time and voltage estimates for com p uter analvses.
A comrletel y
 automatic data acquisition s ystem would allew consider-
able latitude in the frequencv of readings recorded and would zivc
exact time data as required.
._4t
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF CYCLE READOUT TIMES AND VOLTAGES
SONQTQNE AMP	 5.0 ORBIT TIME^HRS_ 1;5	 AMB TEMP 25	 DISCHARGE_
PACK	 1	 Y LE CELL 1
MISSING VOLTAGE	 DATA	 5 READINGS PRESENT
DISCHARGE SO T F I
T INES
	
39.80 INF/lEQvCNT	 CYCL E PF.00vrsVOLTAGES	 0.0 Eaga r	 IN LIiE	 Ot CELLAREA	 20.000
'0N15Cu1:vE Ry soov-r Pbivrs
	
4 r •
CFIARGE CYCLE 1 I Crc1E 14 , CrLLr 69,
TI 1"1[S
	
49.80
	 59.80 69.80 79.80 AND CYCLE 111, srC. AR E TYPICAL.
VCLTAGES	 4.00	 7.00 11.00 20.00
AREA	 320.000
MINIMUM	 VOLTAGE	 135.
PACK	 1 1 CYCLE	 19 CELL 1
NOTE 2':IS ;TNG VOLTAGE	 DATA	 12 READINGS PRESENT
D
TIMES	 6.1_0	 9.80 _20.10 24.80	 29.OU
INFR£QUCN' RLADOur TIRES
HERE
	
Fivi	 iIMls pAE
VOLTAGES	 8.00	 6.00 2.00 1.00	 0.0 DssTRievrEO OVER 21 Mf vvrr^
AREA	 76.250
i.HARGE
TIt4ES
	
31.80	 39.80 49.80 59.80	 69.80 79.8j 89.00
VOLTAGES	 7.00	 12.00 16.00 19.00	 22.00 25.00 28.00
AREA	 1084.600
f•tINIMU`i
	
VOLTAGE	 122.
PACK	 1 [ CYCLE	 69 CELI 1
NO7-E3'
F;ISSING VOLTAGE	 DATA	 13 READINGS PRESENT REpoovr.T!WES VARY FROM
D I S CHARGE
^TIM;_5
CYCLE r p LYCLE NNO RRE Npr7.30	 11.20
VOLTAGES	 8.00	 6.00
17.50
4.00
19.80
	 24.80
3.00	 1.00
29.30
0.0 SEPARATED RYA CONSTpVT
AREA	 79.100 T, ME ZNTERVRL, 
JJ
I
CHARGE 1
TIMES	 31.70	 .39.80 49.80 59.80	 69.80 79.80 88.80
VOLTAGES	 8.00	 12.00 16.00 20.00	 23.00 26.00 27.00
AREA	 1109.100
MINIMUM VOLTAGE
	
121.
PACK	 1 ICYCLE	 :11 CELL 1
DISCHARGE
TIMES	 0.10	 4.90 9.90 14.90	 19.90 24.90 28.90
VOLTAGES	 19.00	 10.00 7.00 5.00	 3.00 2.00 0.0
AREA	 178.600
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SECTION V
DATA ANALYSIS
f!
QE/C 67-592
A. APPROACHES USING FAILURE TIME DATA OF-CE T LS
1. Environmental Factors
Analysis of variance techniques were applied to
the failure data from the 10-cell packs of Gulton, Sonotone,
General Electric and Gould. Using the data, various ::ests of
significance were applied to test for differences in mar.ufac-
turers, temperatures (actually temperature-percent recl,arg:.
combinations), depth of discharge percents, orbit times ar::: any
significant interactions. Two modes of -nalyc i - w,-	 performed;
in one instance an analysis was performed using mear times to
failure and then *_ne analysis was performed using non-parametric
procedures on the attribute data as a check on conclusions.
A considerable obstacle to these analyses and to othei-
approaches taken was the lack of failure information for cells of
a pack that had not yet failed at the time the testing for that
pack was truncated. Under the current test plan, test trt-:cation
usually occurs at the sixth failure. This obstacle is of partic-
ular significance when truncation occurs after a few thousand cycles
since little: knowledge is gained for the remainin g four cells.
Tables 2 and 3 that follow give the number of cell failures
fcr each ten-cell pack and the number of cycles endured at the time
of surimarizacion (1 January 1967).
For the analysis of the variable, time to failure, the
irean lives were calculated in accordance with the exponential
(i.e., constant failur_ rate) distribution. Earlier investigation
of failure distributions indicc.ted that the failure timer followed
the a:cpunential wore consistently than any other single distribu*ion.
,'!ean times to failure (NTTF's) were calculated for each pact, as shown
by the following formulas; faile , l cells are not rep]nced in the
r
MTTF = i= l l` ---	 - tr (for test truncation on time)
r + 1
r
	
it t i	r+ (n-r) t	 (for test Truncation on failures)
MTTF =	 - - ----	 r
r
Miece n - the number of samples or cells on test at time zero,
equal to ten,
r = the number of failures recorded at the time of test
truncation, usuall y six for the failure truncation case,
t i a time of the ith cell failure of a pack; here the number
of cycles completed is time dependent.
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It should be noted that the test has never actually been truncated
due to the amount of time elapsed, but rather always because of
the number of failures that have occurred. The calculations bas(3
on time truncation are made by accumulating; total test time to the
time of summarization.
Table 4 Rives the MTTF of the battery packs for each manu-
facturer and environment.
These means generally reflect the duality of the various
packs. However, in the event none of the pact: cells have failed,
the exponential mean estimate gives an exrremel ,i large estimate
since th i '- distribution assumes a constant failure rata with tine.
To deflate the large variances caused by such means, the natural
logarithm of each mean was used in the analysis.
a. Orbit Times
No sitiinificant differences were found between the orbit times
(1.5 and 3.0 fours) of the ten-cell packs with respect to the number
of c y cles that a cell would endure. The discharge time of both the
1.5 auu' 3.0 hour orbit times was 30 minutes.
The total number of successful 1.5 hour test cycles completed
by 240 cells vith 128 failures was 1,789,705 while the total number
of 3.0 lour cycles completed by the other 240 cells with 98 failures
was 1,166,835.
b. Manufacturers
further analysis of the meats lives revealed sinntficant dif-
ferences among manufacturers. These differences were rr)t surprising
since failure analysis had shown that the various manufacturers
differ-- considerably with respect to structure and Lo failure modes
and mechanisris.
able	 indicates the relative differences in manufacturers
by giving the nuroor of failures to date (in parentheses) and the
MTTF's for each temperature environment within manufacturer.
Data fry, lh^ different depths of discharge and different orbit times
are combined in this table.
The Culton 6.0 A. 1i. batteries had more total failures (70)
than did other manufacturers. The main difference here existed at
the 00C envirotunc!nt: 22 (62.97) of th 35 cells that failed under
the 00C envirorunent were manufactured by Culton.
A considerable number (94) of the 226 failures occurred as
early as 2500 cycles. Of these 44 (46.82) were Gulton 6.0 A. H.,
31 (33.07.) were Could 3.5 A. H., 12 (12.8%) were General Electric
3.0 A. H., and 7 (7.4%) were Sonotone 5.0 A. H. cells. The different
i
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TABLE 5
.4TTF's For Each Manufacturer-Temperature Combination
Manufacturer 06C	 I 25°C 40'/50'C Tctals
General Electric (2) (18) (25) (45)
3.0 A.H. 96,570 29,050	 7,160 44,260- _
Sonotone (5) (20) (24) (49)
5.0 A.H. 62,560 15,970 ,8,860 29p130__
Gould (6) (26) (29) (61)
3.5 A.H. 679390	 ! 5,010	 3,050 25,	 SO
Gulton (22) (24) (24) (70)
6.0 A.H. 13,550 3,260 3,790 6,87C
(35) (88) (92) (225)
TOTALS 60,020 13,320 5,710 26,350
'2,6
QT /C 67-,92
capacity ratin g s of the batteries do not explain the manufacturer
differences. When the 5.0 and 6.0 A. H. hatteries %,ere combine,,
anal corinared to the combined data for the 3.0 and 3.5 A. H.
batteries, no significant difference was found. This indicates that
differences in the rnnufactnrer's product are due to the design and
production methods. r:,ther than the ampere -iinur rating. It is
assumed that the manufacturer's capacity rating is accurate.
c. 1)^, O of T)ischarge
Onl y sli.p•ht overall significant differences were established
among the relative depths of discharre, but at the hither ambient
temperatures the hif!her depths of discharge caused a marked decrease
in the life of the cell. See Table 3 and 4 for numerical values
illustrating this relation, particularly for the 2500 ambient temper-
ature.
d. 'Temperature
Hlc,!Ov si gnificant differences were f ind between the 	 s
ar!Aent trrn:pernLure and/or percent recharge (see Tal-le 4). As the
ar:' i. r.t temperature and the percent recharge krre increased the
r..—.n tir, n to failure 0e.creased. Despite elan confounding of the
recharge rates and the ambient ter..peratures, tcmps ,rsture appears to
'!e the princi pal factor since: the roc;iarre rat-; were those recommended
for satisfactory battery performance at the differs - terperatures.
?ln•:t of the: actual percent rech::r ges used were 1-•. 	 than those
initially rear1171ended. This was du g- to the cell- rrachinp. a
nredt-terrined voltage limit before the recorrmenL'c'. percent recharge.
Values initiall y recommended were as fnl len: , s:	 il?' reel -iri^e for
n	 ^y	 O	 O	 OC. 1 ._ ^, or 23C, and don:' for 4^' r an(! 5^; r.
''able 5 ( page 20) best illustrates the significant 	 1
-differences in the three te-.nrrature environments. Caution s'.:ould be
,:; r • . 1 is-, at f--vtir; • comparisons between the 40 0 /5U"C and either of
the -thcr ten erntisres. W) C- -, n • ! :'.5oC. The initial. test design
ir.c:::,' ,: a	 ^!' rn:i -nr.. ::t rather than 40eC but this environment
ka ; fconJ Lc-- tr nunus for satisfactory nerforr,nnee by the batteries
and ;if!- r thr tirst fo •r hundred cycles the temperature vas lowered to
400C:. The long-ranee effect this changed environment had on the
cells should be ecguivalent to a resultant temperature somewhere
between 40 and 50 C.
By revising the data in Tables 2 and 3, pazeG 16 and 17,
for z standard n,unl>Pr of cycles endured per cell, non-parametric
analysis of t!ic attri l,ute data was conducted. Cell failures were
assi7ned a value of one and st,ccessful cells a value -' ze ro. After
using• incor,.plete data estimation techniques, anal ysis of variance
methods were applied as a check on the cnnclusions derived from the
mean life :tnalvsis. 1t was Importa•.t that t! , n conciu^ion^ agreed, as
thev did, since the assumptions undcrlvinc, the nnalvses were not
completely satisfied: the roLustness of the analvsis of variance
depends upnn Lhe validit y of the assumptions ^ade.
21
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2. Failure Iaws
A primary objective of this analysis is to determine
if a failure law or pattern can be foLid to describe the failure
behavior of batteries under a particular set of envirom ental
conditions. Ideally, such a relationship could 1-e obtained and
would permit accurate predictions of reliability for the various
failure modes experienced. Using the number of cycles to failure
of each ce l l, attempts were made to fit various groupings of data
(by failure mode, manufacturer, etc.) to the exponential and
Weibull d=stributions.
a. ExSEonentia1
Ten-cell packs having four or more failures were
subjected to a si-nifica.ice test which would inuicate whether the
underlying distribution of cell life is exponential or not. This
test* is more effective for a moderate to lar,_e sample size. Here
it is used to dete m ine approximately ho: often the failure distri-
bution of the packs differs from the exponential.** The test uses
the knowledge that in a repince^ent situation (1) if one observes a
Poisson process for a fixed length of time T and if r events occur
in time interval (0, T) at tames t l c t, S - - S t r S T, then
r
-1 t i i= ap proximatel y normally distributed with mean rl' and variance
2
r1' ` -
 , and (2) if one observes a Poisson Process until a preassigned
12	 tj
r failures occur and if the failures occur at i: IS t 2 S - - S tr
I
then. E t i is approximately normally distributed with ma-an
i=1
	
/
(r-1)tr	
and variance (r-1)tr2
- -2 ----	 — 12 --
LpStCin, Statistical Techniques in Life Testing', PB 171550,
April 1950. Tagus 7-9. Distributed by U. S. Department of Commerce,
Office of Tec'ir-ical Services. Washington 25, D. C.
**Tho probability density function of the two parameter exponential
distribution is
^_G) ff (t)	 _	 e	 w'-sere	 t	 >_1 _ G.	 a > 0, P	 >	 (i
a	 a	 -
= 0,	 otherwise
and the associated ref1 a	 lity function is
-_iR(t)	 -
	
-	
-	
where	 t	 >ci G,	 >	 0,a E > 0e	 a
- 0,	 otherwise
G - guaranteed lifetime of a unit or units of interest
a(= mean life of the unit 	 (also, graphically, the scale ,arameter)
L = the specified time of interest.
22
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In the case cf nun-replacement, we can simply substitute the total life
of all units tested to the ith failure, T(t i ), for t i the ith failure.
The tendency for the test results analyzed herein to follow
a particular failure pattern seems to depend heavily on the manufacturer
and/or the failure mode. For example, all 12 Gulton packs follow the
exponential, while only certain packs of other manufacturers conformed to
this distribution. Overall, of the 35 ten-cell packs with four or more
failures, the exponential assumption was rejected 517 of the time. This
was not surprisinz due to the var-:ing modes of failure. Attempts to combine
packs of homogeneous environments and then to classif y cell failure modes
into the categories of bourn-in, useful life and wearout life were not
helpful since it was usually impossible to pinpoint the failure mode primarily
responsiiblc for the failure. Thus .far failure analysis of the cells has
resulted in an array of confounded possible failure causes.
b. ':eibull
A more general probability distribution often used to explain
failure patterns of items is the i •'eii:ulI. The exponential is actuall y a
special case of tie '•.JeiL,. ' l.. T'icrefore, when the fit to the exponential
;q, poor, iciprovements in the accuraev of estiwation are usually possible by
u;e. cf the weibull. *
Plots of cur •uulitive failure percentage versus time were made
on :.ei} u]1 pro .iLilit y paper, iehlinr cStLmates of a Ind C. These estimates
r'_ 10-1:ed on :ailurc data vl,ich did not st•por f-te failure. modes or mech-
anisms .-iccorditvl to types. Lhis factor likely_ accounts ii: part for the lack
f a gool linear fit obtained or some plots. Tien liv assumin;-, that the
.nancifacturcr's _uarantee time (G) is zero in each instance and by using, the
riot estimates of a and o, the reliabilit y (1'. ) of the cells for each
envirnivnent of a particular manufacturer vas calculated across various times.
These reliabilities are presentee! in Tahles 6, 7, S. -inn 9 as the best
-'-The t.eibull distribution has a probability density function of
k
where t > G, a > 0, R > U
f(t) = i±_ (t - ()il-le 	 a	 f
n
= 0, other ise
and a corresponding reliabilit y function of
R(t)	 e	 a	 for t> G. a> C. 6> 0
= 0, otherwise
r, = the kuaranteed lifetime of a unit or units of interest
a - the scale parameter of the distribution
fs - the shape parameter of the distribution
t = the specified time of interest
R(t)- the reliability or probabilit y of survival of the unit(s) for the
specified time t.
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QE/C 67-591
assessments available rather than minimum reliabilities quotec• with a
I igh degree of confidence and are useful to rompare environmental stresses
for various lifetimes of interest. Small sample sizes and lack of infor-
mation about the failure patterns of cells preclude precise reliability
statements made with a High degree of confidence. In instances where
the number of failures in a pack- was insufficient for plotting, the
exponential distribution was used to determine the reliabilities.
3. ImRortan:e of Cell Location in Pack
It w •{s conjectured that the location of any particular cell
i ►i a pack might contribute to the order and time of failure of that cell.
That is, adjoining or surrounding cells might furnish addi:.ional stress
(temperature, electrical, etc.) as the test progresses or as they fail.
The cells of packs of the four manufacturers on which our analysis was
centered were initially arranged as indicated in Figure 2 on page 29. The
failure data was exaumined to determine if a non-random pattern of failure
order existed. The cell failure order results for cacti manufacturer are
given in Table 10 on page 30; the number given in each category is the
cell position.
The analysis performed on this data indicated a slight tendency
for centrally located cells to fail early. This tendency was considered
too small to include in a model for prediction of cell failure,
B. APPROACHES TO ANALYSIS OF CF.I.L VOLTAGE DATA
1. Comparisons Among_ 	 Times to Discharge of Battery Cells
a. Uiscussion
cane may consider the time that a cell voltage requires to
drnp from n charged state to some lower specified voltage as a r^canure of
capacity. The study and use of this measure, which can be approximately
obtained from available data, has yielded the most promising predictive
dovice to date. It was determined that for most potential. early cell
failures, Lhe discharge times to some specified voltage (for example, 1.25
volts) after	 specified number of cycles are shorter than for cells
with relativo, ly lone- life. Restated, the discharge time tends to decrease
as the quality of a cell degrades with time. ' , or an illustration of this,
see Fic;urc 3, page 31, where the discharge time (to i.25 volts) is plotted
on the vertical axis as t and the number of cy-1N3 is plotted on the
horizontal.
The use of 1.25 volts for the determination of the time to discharge
Is not unique and was chosen only because it allowed analysis over a greater
number of data points. It is conceivable that the use of other voltage
points might yield even better results and this possibilit y should be examined.
28
FIGURE 2	 QF./C 67-592
DIAGRAM OF PACK ARRANGINLNTS
_^iumbers identi ^ cell position an(l electrical segusr.ce
l
a. G.E. 3.0 ah	 b. Gould 3.5 ah	 c. Sonotone 5.0 ah
d . Gulton 6.0 all
29
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TABLE 10
Cell Failure Order
PackI Ambient
ufacturer Number , Tempera-;re
G.	 E. 15 25°CI	
16
20 of
39 40°C
40
i	 43
I	 44
63 0°C
68
11'8• --	 -Sonotone --^--	 --1 — - 25 ^^2
i	 5
6 I "I	 25 I 40°C
26 I
11
29
I	 30
49 0°
5,./
J.
11
_
.Gould 3 1 25°C
47
8
2, 066.
+ 28 to
31
f 32
51 i 0 °C
IIGuIton—
,.
.-13_
--
;-5 C,
14
17
1"
"
37 40°C
38
41
42
61 i 0°C62 it
I	 65 i .1
66
Failure Order_
1^ 2[ 
_
3 T— 
_
4 1 5 T--6-7-7 7 8
7 1 8	 5 j 10	 4* I 9* --	 --
7 16
	 1	 5* 10* 14) --	 --
5	 2*	 6*) 3	 4*	 9*--(2) ` 6 ) 7 i 1
	 5*	 8*	 -	 --
3	 3*	 7* , 5	 10	 2*' 6* 1 --
4 3' 6! 9	 7 1 10 I	 --
6	 8 ) 1*' 3* II 2* (10*	 -	 --
9--
4	 i - 1 6 _ 5 I -3-- io*7 -- --
10 ' 5 ! 2 ; 6* ; 7*	 1	 --	 --
I	 ^2 ! 3 j --	 -- , --	 --	 --	 --
8	 10 14 i 9	 7	 6 I --	 --
5	 4 i 1; 3 I 6	 2	 --	 --
1	 9	 6*	 7*) 3
	
4! --	 --
1	 7 i 8
	 9 j 5	 6	 --	 --
7	 4*	 9*	 8	 1* 10* --	 --
9 i 3	 --	 --	 --	 -- I --	 --
5	 3	 4	 -- i --	 --	 --	 --
8	 1	 6	 3	 10	 -- j --
1	 6	 5( 7
	 3 -- --
6 1 8 i 1* ' 10*	 7	 2* i' 9* --
i*	 8* 1 7	 10 1 9 	 2!	 j-(2) 1 7*
	 8* , 5 ! 10 ' 1* 1	 3* 1	 4*
9* 10*	 2	 3	 8	 1* I 6*; ---
6	 3	 1	 4*	 7*	 9	 -- --
1 8 	 10 I 7* I 9* i 2	 --	 --	 --
1	 10 i - 5	 7 T 4	 2	 --	 --
4* i 5*
	
1	 2 1 3	 7	 --	 --
5*; 3* 1 10	 1 1 2	 9	 --	 --
6	 3 1 7*	 9*	 5	 1	 --	 --(3) i 8 l 4	 10	 7	 6	 --	 --(8) (6)	 9	 3	 5	 2	 --	 --
9	 6) 2 j 7* i 8* ' 3	 --	 --(8)	 7	 9	 1	 6	 4	 --	 --
2	 8	 5	 4! 10	 6	 3	 1
	
10 i 4; 5
	
7	 -- I --	 --	 --
4) 6 j 8	 -	 - j --	 --	 --
6 1 8	 5	 3	 7 1 4
,
( ) These cells failed under the 50
lowering of the temperature to 40°
* Indicates simultaneous failures f
C ambient temperatures prior to the
7,r consecutive cells.
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In general_, cells of the same pack with different failure
times will yield curves ahowing differences in the times to discharge as
in Figure 3, page 31 Where the curves deviate from this general pattern
It is difficult to explain the behavior of the cells. It is felt that
the bulk of the unexpected variation is contributed by the different failure
mechanisms operating within a single pack. It is not known how to account
for the differences in failure mechanisms since the data limits accurate
classification of failure mechanisms and modes. The ability to accurately
categorize and describe each 'Failure mechanism and mode would allow consider-
able improvement in the prediction techniques presented in the following
paragraphs.
b. Predictiog Under of Failure
The value of t as a predictor is best shown by Pack 1 where,
by us° of 2,000 cycles of data, the precise order of fa i lure of the six
failed cells could have been forseen. The values of t for each cvcling
point (the point at which data was recorded) in Pack 1 were determined
.and the mean (t.) was calculated for each cell. Table 11 gives the failure
times and the me-an t i for each cell.
Data reduction pro g rams were used on	 IC`t 36^ computer
	anti similar calculations were male for 16 other pac 	 The ability to
correctly forecast the order or approximate order of pact_ fai ,.,ires variea
fron average to excellent for these packs. Obviously, just specifvinQ
order of failure is not sufficient since this does not indicate when the
cell actually fzils. At this juncture, methods were examined to attempt
to combine data of the various cells and packs; to determine the nature of
t. sucI: that the times to failure could be approximated. However, the
ti vary considerabl y ;.om pack to pack since each pack represents a different
e:.;ironment, and attempts to develop factors to normalize the means of all
packs hxvz not been successful to date.
Attention was then focused on the develcpment of some pre-
dictive technique based solely on the performance of the individua l_ hacks.
c. Ger•Pr31 Procedure for Prediction of Cell Failure Tim
The technique chosen was as follows for each pack:
V The t i 's for the t^ •n cells of the pack were assumed tc
be normally l istribuLed and the rr,ean and v,;~ ance cf the pack were estimated
as follows:
E	 -
n	 n_
-2 r %1 (ti t-y )2
ar t 	 n	 j 	 n-1
The t.'s of a nack for cells wit!: failure times less than 1,000 cycles were
not used in these calculations because of their extreme deviations from the
pack means. The elimination of these values from the estimates does not
a►
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TABLE 11
Cell Failure Times and Associated t i for Pack 1
Cell Number
M
Failure Time	 (Ti ) ti	 (minutes)
4 2,995 13.34
1 4,423 13.95
6 7,782 14.78
5 11,361 15.42
10 11,745 16.28
3 11,745 16.33
8 Not Failed 16.42
7 Not Failed 16.71
2 Not Failed 18.08
9 Not Failed 20.36
m
E tii
t i	 aim	 where the t ij are the individual times to discharge
to 1.25 volts; m is the number of cycling points where
data was available in the interval from 0 to 2000 cycles
fur the itn cell.
1
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seem to create a problem in prediction since the cells with such low failure
times would ue detected by a screening process encompassing several hundred
cycles.
2) Since the failure times of several of the pa-ks were
distributed approximatel y lognormal (i.e., the logarithms of the failure
times tend to Rive a normal distribution), the logarithms of the actual
failure times (T 's) were obtained. Where t;^e number of failures were suf-
ficient, a mean ill T ) and variance (a1F.T. `,ere estimated from the natural
logarithms of the actual failure times.
n
Ij
E	 ! Lr1 )
n
=1 (1nTi-Ij
	
)2
and 
u F.7'.	 n-1
wa now have another approximate no rmal di:;tr i bution with mean estimated by
u r. . 1, and variance estimated by 02	 i.: in^taoces where the failur- times
are insufficient for estimates of u anr' o	 conservative estimates are made.
3) Now for anv calculated t, t}tc number of standard normal
dc'jiates frora the mean r.a., be detemined fr( ,i the distribution of disch,^rge
ti-:°c, and mappers to the failure time distribution.
rIGL^:l: 4
%REA UNDER THE 'NOILlni. CU,ry
/-T\
P.
U 
	 7.i
=0
The number of standard normal deviates ( L i ) is f..un.'. by.
v i = ti-ut
o	 ^.t
and Cie cumulative probability or area,P i , for tl ,.e ith battery cell ib ^iven
by.	 z 
=R 2
r	 Pi = - - 
_mf 
i e Z— dx
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4) After determi^tng each of the Z i , apply these same Z
tO tl^e failure time distributions. ir rim thiv mapping a predicted failure
time may
 be obtained such that the cumulate.: probabilities or areas on each
distribution, are equal.
Let P i (t i )	 : i (1nTi
 )
and
z t i ) = ?. i (1nT i
 )
Then Z. may
 be used to determine a unique 1nT. for each t and, hence, a
nnique1T i , the predicted or estimated failure l time for the ith cell having;
MI avet•age tiric to discharge of ti.
Est 1nTi-u1,,T.
Z = --^ —
	
1	 J1'.T.
teen Est. lrTi= "i"P.i. + uF.T.
and Est. T, = antilog (L iaF.T. + ,IF.T.)
d. A licati-n of Predictiun , roceciure to a Particular 1`:i-Cad
3.-it! env fuck	 -	 -
As an example of this pcoredure consider Pack 1 for which the
t.'s and Failure times were Qiven in Table 11. I'he mean and standard devi-
afion estimates for the distributi.)n of disch.-age times wt- r,- -alcelated to
het is - 16.2 and = = 2.03 and for tlic• distribution of failure times
	
uF LLt - 9.371 and t017	 _ .814	 The ! i , the actual failure time, the stan-
Ilard normal deviate, J6 correspondin g estimated 1nTi and the estimat-d Ti
for each cell are givc-n in Table 12. From Table 12 one can see that the
e,Li1natCF are excellent for most cells with failure times known. The 63,150
,:vcle life estimate for cell 9 is surely optimistic, but a, least does
correctl y characterize the cell as one with a long life (cells 2, 7, 8, and 9
{M6 r;ot failed. at ti,c tit!c • the Lest was stopped).
Prediction Summary of All Packs Subjected to this Procedure
A total of 17 packs were processed by this technique. If we
:ssumc thct a satisfactor y cell is one that will last at least 5,000 cycles
and anything less constitutes unsatisfactory performance, then we have a
basis for judCing the value of this procedure fur prediction. Of the 51
actual failures (cells with less than 5,000 cycles of life) 39 or 76.5%
of these wod!ld have been zorrectly identified as unsatisfactory by use of
_ 1i.
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2,000 cycles of testing. For the 170 cells from the 17 packs, failure times of
16 cells were not known as these cells were not tested to failure. Since the
original failure rate for a minimum life of 5.000 cycles is 33.1% (or 51
failures of.154), this prediction or screening procedure could have reduced
the failure rate to 11.9% (or 12 failures of 101).
If, instead of 5,000 cycles, :e requi?e that a cell defined
as good will last at least 10,000 cycles, we can once more evaluate the
prediction system. Of the 74 failures, 64 (86.5%) would have been identified.
The failure rate of 74.0% could have been reduced to 32.3% by screening out
those cells identified as bad b y
 use of the discharge times.
It should be noted that it is not expected, nor should it
be, that point estimates of failure times be within a few percent of the
actual f a ilure rimes. This s ystem uses statistical tools to improvise
decision-making criteria, but due to deficiencies of the data, no attempts
are made here to develop confidence statements on the estimates. Tables
13 and 14 give a detailed breakdown for each of the 17 packs and categorize
whether the proper decision would have been made for each cell and indicate
how close the estimate would have been for cells defined as goo Table 13
uses 5,000 cycles as the minimum acceptable life and Table 14 uses 10,000
cycles.
Preliminary examination of the data indicated that results
with this Prediction s ystem would not be good if the number of test cycles used
for Prediction was less than 2,000 cycles. However, summarization w}- re
ai-clAniulated test information for 1.000 cvcles of testing was used has revealed
that faulty cells can be separated from the higher quality cells.
If the life requirement of a good cell is again considered
to be at least 5,000 cvcles, 37 (72.57.) of the 51 a-teal failures would
have been correctly identifieu after 1,000 cycles c.S test. lire prese-at
failure rate of 33.17 for a minimum life of 5,000 cycles would have teen
reduced to 14.0% by detecting 72.67,', of the inferior units.
If the life requirement is set at 10,000 cycles, 67 (90.57)
of the 74 cells t•rith a life les, than 10,000 cells would have been correctly
identifled. the initial failure rate of 74.0% would have been reduc=d to
74.1i.: at t:ie ex pense of only four good units which wnuid have been =.nadvcr-
tently classified as bad. Tables 15 and 16 give a breakdown of the prediction
res , tlts for each pack examined. Table 15 assumes 5.000 cycles as the mi;.imun
acceptable life and Table 16 cssmiies 10,060 cycles. fable 17 gives A summary
of all the four different situations examined, minimum acceptable lives
of 5,( 1 0'; an! 10,000 cycles for each of 1.000 and 2,OuO cycles of testing;.
2. Correlation of hand of ?)ischar^e Jolta -s with Failure Times
'Through at least portions of the life of a cell there exists a
significant correlation between the number of cycles cor.;pleted and the end
37
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of discharge voltage. .he tendenc y
 is for the end of discharge voltage
to decrease as the life of the cell increases.
Figure 5 (pn9e44 ) shows typical discharge-charge voltage curves
of cell 5, Pack 2, for cycles 906 and 1623 and, along with figure 6 (page 45),
i11.1straLe3 the de,,^,radation of voltages as Lhe number of cycles increase.
Figure 7 (page 46 ) depicts the gradual decay of .he end of discharge voltage
	 #
for the same cell.
To s--udy the relation betwaen end of discharge voltage and cell
life. regression anal ysis techniques were applies' to the end of discharge
voltages of each pack cell. It was concluded that the data would fit a
straight line more consistentl y
 t'ran any non--linear fun: tion. The paramenters
a (v--intercept) and h (slope) from equations of tho type y - a + bx were
estimated for cells of several packs. Here the dependent variable v is
the end of discharge voltage while the independent variable r. is tae ctnnber
of cycles from zero to failure. (Fur example, the equatlo;r of the best
linear fit from the data plotted on Figure 7, page46 , is given by
y = 1.202-0.00003%). Voltages less than .50 were not included in the least
squares fitting, of the data to ,avoid distortion of the line.
By examining the mapnir-udes of the slopes for various cells,
the or,-h er of failure of the cells -ould be predicted with some success.
This relatio , -s hest shown for Pack . by Table 18.
Alter the failure times of cells 9, 7, 8, and 2 were sec at the
conservative figure of il.?45 c ycles, the correlation was computed to ;:a .97.
A perfect correlation or relationship would be indicated by 1.00.
This svne Procedure of obtaining the slopes anr? co- . - gating with
failure time was utilized nn cells of several p.,cl:s with lower resin tins; co-a.e-
l.ation for c.nta 1) from z, r	 cycles to 1,500 c-cles, 2) from 600 cvcl-es to 1,500
cycles, and 3) froe zero to failure. The comouter results for theso operations
yieidea the correlations as given in Table 19 wl.icb shows the inconsistency
of the end of discharge- voltage as an indicator or predictor of cell failure.
iVtir c :! +i.. ^C the idols luvrstigatrd, it Is clear that the
:,lopes do indicate a tendency to failure. But the tendenc y to Failure is
hest indicated b y using all the failure data rather Mau jus :he first
few hu.-.drerl cycles of .;ata. Hencc- the results of this method were not
incorporatoO i.nt- , a mede a for pre.dicLion. However, i f new data with mnre
frequent data points is notained, further investigation of the slopes is
warr<rnted. Certain portions of the Cad of discharge curve could vet prove
to l a valuable Irdicatoc of earl y failure and programs are readily available
to m:,ke such calculations.
3. Areas Under Discharge-Charge Profile
The voltage degradation and rebuilding of the discharge-cherpe
curve (as sh-wn in Figures 5 :. hd 6, pages 44--45 prompted an investigation
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P	 total pressure, Asia
p	 static pressure, psia
Q	 mass rate of flow, ft.-!sec
r	 radius, ft.
R	 streamline radius of curvature, ft.
c
Re	 blade chord ReyncLds number
s	 blade spacing, in. (Fig. 3)
t	 blade thickness, in.
u	 induced velocity nor--a! to streamline, ft-/sec
V	 fluid vcl:.city, ftJsec
w	 induced velocity in the spar_wise direction, ft/sec
x	 coordinate direction:
Z	 coordinate direction
n slope of streamline in meridional plane, arctan (V !V ), deg.
z
0 flog: angle, angle between flow and axial direction, deg.
i blade circt	 *Jon (Eq. 6)
Y blade stagg2- angle, angle between chord 1 4-ne and axial direction,
deg (Fig.	 3)
b deviation angle, deg.	 (Fig.	 3)
60 reference deviation angle for zero camber, deg.
(60 ). 0 reference zero camber deviation angle for NASA 65-series blade section
w-, th t	 /c = 0.10,	 deg.
max
6 1 boundary layer thickness,	 in.
5  deviation angle for plane,;6wo-dimensionai cascade flow (AVR = 1), deg.
AVR=1.0
e flow turning angle ^ l -^, deg.
5 flow angle projected onto the stream surface normal to the blade
leading edge, deg.
TI angle between the normal ;o the Bernoulli surface ai,% principal normal
to streamline,
	 deg.	 (Fig.	 17)
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^f	 coordinate in tan gential direction
K	 blade angle, angle between tangent to blade mean ca:nbe-- line and axial
direction, deg. (Fig. 3)
sweep aiigle, deg. (Fig. 28)
i+	 projection of	 into meridional pian o , deg. (Fig. 10)
v	 dih _dral ongie, deg. (Fig. 28)
-i
F	 streamwise component of vorticily, sec
acomponent of vorticity normal to streamline, sec
N	 fluid density, lb /ft3
m
t	 angle between blade axis 7! ,id radial direction projected int-o r - d
p lane, deg. (Fig. 30)
T	 angle of attaCK
rj	 blade solidity, c/s
w	 velocity potential
0o 	 blade camber angle, K 1 - K2 , deg. (Fig. l)
i	 stream furction
+i	 axial velocity density ratio
_	 P2,_d	 P?
;u	 total pressure loss coEffi _ ient,	 ,
P1	
pi
Subsc ript s
h	 plane `. ( Fig. 12)
c	 leakage secondary flow
cor	 corrected
P	 Made clem-nt
i	 induced b y secondary flow
id	 ideal
i	 summat ion ind.•x
M	 mean
ma gic	 maximum
:n in
	 minimum
n	 component of secondary flow normal to streamline and tangent to the
ti^ r.	 r t co.^.a,^ri^r.c. ( r i r^..—: S l
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nom at nominal	 incidence angle
r radial direction
ref ref-^-rence	 (Fig.	 6)
S se,:ondary	 flow
V primary flow
VA actual	 flow
x x-ccordinate direction
y y-coordinate direction
z axial direction
8 tangential directcn
1 cascade inlet
2 cascade outlet
2D two-dimensional
9 vector mean of inlet and outlet value
SUPcrscripts
' relative to moving blade
circumferential average
vector quantity
average over streamtube
a
e
L
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APPENDIX — CASCADE CONFICURATION VARIABLES AND FLDil PAR..METERS
t
Starred items in t"eae ta ll ies .:re significant only when cascade flow is
not two-dimensional (uniform entrance conditions, exit/entrance dersity-axial
velocity ratio = 1.4).
TABLE 1 — CASCADE CONFIGURATION VARIABi£S
BLADE: SECTION ';ECtETKY
Cimber Line Form
Chordwise location of maximum.. camber
Value of maximum camber (or camber angle)
Basic Profile Form
Chordwise distribution of profile thickness
maximum thickness
chord length	 ratio value
Leading-edge radius
Trailing-edge radius or thickness
Manufacturing Tolerances
Profile errors
individual coordinate
surface contour waviness
Surface finish
BLADE CHORD	 s S TAGCE R ANGLE
SOLIDITY
MISCELLANEOUS CASCADE GEOMETRY
Blade Leading-Edge *SwI-ep
Blade Aspect Ratio
Spanwis; Blade Section Variation
Blade twist	 j Annular cascade
Dih .drat
Tip Clearance
--	
Row Spacing in Direction Perpendicular	 k
Qr	
to Leading-Edge Plane
Tandem cascades
Relative Orientation of Rows in Direction 
Tangential to Leading-Edge Plane	 i
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FLOW CONTROL SYSTEKS
Variable-Geometry Blading
Flaps
Slots
Boundary-Layer Control
Suction
Blowing
TABLE .1 — CASCADE FLOW FAP-*ETERS — INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
TI:ERMODVK/W.IC PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS OF WORKING FLUID
Entrance Total Pressure and Temperature
Fluid Specific Heat Ratio
ENTRANCE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Entrance Mach Number
Cascade Reynolds Number
Spainwise Distribution of Entrance Velocity (Shear Flow)
Time Variation in Entrance Velocity and Flcw Angle
Magnitude of variation
Frequency of variation
Form of variation (time profile)
ENTRANCE  TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS
Intensit_r
Scale
Isotropy
INCIDENCE ANGLE
CASCADE DENSITY x AXIAL VELOCITY RATIO
